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WHY ARE THERE STILL FAMINES? 

UN agencies say 100,000 people are facing  
starvation in South Sudan and a further 1  
million there are classified as being on the 
brink of famine. This is the most acute of the 
present food emergencies.  Overall, says the 
UN, 4.9  million people - or 40% of South Su-
dan's population - are "in need of urgent food, 
agriculture and nutrition assistance". The 
famine is a result of the conflict which has 
disrupted stability and a normal life. Crop 
production has fallen and livestock have died, 
so inflation has soared causing massive price 
rises for basic foodstuffs.                                   
Read More on BBC News 

ENERGY POVERTY IT’S HOLDING AFRICA 
BACK AND ITS TIME TO FIX IT 
Globally, an estimated 1.3 billion lack access to electricity, 600 
million of whom are Africans. In sub-Saharan Africa, more than two
-thirds of the population doesn’t have access to electricity. This 
level of energy poverty stunts economic growth, which in turn 
adversely affects the ability of nations to fight poverty, improve 
health care and education. Access to modern energy services is a 
prerequisite for rapid and sustained economic growth, and a great 
development intervention. The African Development Bank 
estimates that Africa’s rolling power outages sap its economy 
anywhere from 2 to 4 percent GDP growth every year. That’s about 
the same as global growth in 2016, which is estimated at 2.3%.  
Read More on Huffington Post 

https://planetaryhealthweekly.wordpress.com
https://www.wfp.org/news/news-release/famine-hits-parts-south-sudan?_ga=1.71673363.1000305056.1485257737
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-39039255?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTkRBMU5HWTVNalE1TkRNMiIsInQiOiJYbDE2UWdtbVZcL1hhNEdVTWZMOFErTW1TN0hCN1dCSVlrbTNYMitqM0d4YXZyZTlWenNMejRSbTlIbzB6VmU3MnpjK256U3RaTjJDcmRwXC9LV2N3ejk5RzdNSlRFaGQ1VkpzeFFcL3N3QkkrZFo0Nk1hNWdoQ2o3aSs3R
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/AFRICAEXT/0,,contentMDK:21935594~pagePK:146736~piPK:146830~theSitePK:258644,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/COUNTRIES/AFRICAEXT/0,,contentMDK:21935594~pagePK:146736~piPK:146830~theSitePK:258644,00.html
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25823/9781464810169.pdf
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World Lung Health Study Allows Scientists To 
Predict Your Chance of Developing Deadly 
Disease 
The world's biggest study into an individual's genetic make-up and 
the risk of developing lung disease could allow scientists to more 
accurately 'predict' -- based on genes and smoking -- your chance of 
developing COPD, a deadly disease which is the third commonest 
cause of death in the world. By comparing 24 million genetic variants 
-- genetic differences between people -- in each participant with 
measures of lung health, the scientists from 14 countries, led by a 
team from the University of Leicester and University of Nottingham, 
were able to group people based on genetic variants to show their risk 
of developing COPD. Read More on Science Daily 

Iceland Knows How To Stop Teen 
Substance Abuse But Rest of World Is 
Not Listening  
In Iceland, teenage smoking, drinking and drug use have been 
radically cut in the past 20 years. The way the country has 
achieved this turnaround has been both radical and evidence-
based, but it has relied a lot on what might be termed enforced 
common sense. Iceland tops the European table for the cleanest
-living teens. The percentage of 15- and 16-year-olds who had 
been drunk in the previous month plummeted from 42 per cent 
in 1998 to 5 per cent in 2016. The percentage who have ever 
used cannabis is down from 17 per cent to 7 per cent. Those 
smoking cigarettes every day fell from 23 per cent to just 3 per 
cent. Read More on Mosaic Science 

Superbugs, Climate Chaos Have Bill 

Gates and UN Worried 
Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates joined the United Nations to warn 
world leaders about a new series of threats shaping up as 
megatrends, led by global warming, superbugs and artificial 
intelligence. U.S. Vice President Michael Pence and trans-Atlantic 
military officials were on the receiving end of the warnings issued 
by Gates, UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres and German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel. They all said that the world isn’t 
prepared to deal with the emerging risks. “The next epidemic could 
originate on the computer screen of a terrorist intent on using 
genetic engineering to create a synthetic version of the smallpox 
virus, or a super contagious and deadly strain of the flu,” said Gates. 
Read More on Bloomberg 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/02/170206111923.htm
https://mosaicscience.com/story/iceland-prevent-teen-substance-abuse
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-18/superbugs-climate-chaos-have-bill-gates-and-the-un-worried?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTlRKa1ptVmhNRGM0TUdaaCIsInQiOiJ3TzNaV2pBVkRuSEJOYWxPNUpRNWtjVnhHMU9VYlI5b2RRVjR1VEk3aTNiWUtMR3lnRVUwVGhaWWYySGFHQlNHY3VjK1wvdnE5SUVJM


 

Offshore Wind Moves into Energy’s Mainstream 

Engineers in Denmark have now built wind turbines in the sea. The          
offshore wind farm, the world’s first, had just 11 turbines and could 
power about 3,000 homes. That project now looks like a minnow                
compared with the whales that sprawl for miles across the seas of   
Northern Europe. Off Liverpool, a venerable British port city, a Danish 
company, Dong Energy, is installing 32 turbines that stretch 600 feet 
high. Each turbine produces more power than that first facility. It is             
precisely the size, both of the projects and the profits they can bring, that 
has grabbed the attention of financial institutions, money managers and 
private equity funds, like the investment bank Goldman Sachs, as well as 
wealthy individuals like the owner of the Danish toymaker Lego. As the                     
technology has improved and demand for renewable energy has risen, 
costs have fallen.  Read More on NY Times 
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Which Oil Companies Invest in 
Renewables, Electric Car Services? 

If electric cars are adopted by mass-market buyers in 
years to come, that will lead over time to notably lower 
oil consumption. So what are oil companies doing to 
prepare for that possible outcome? Some continue to 
doubt whether electric cars will constitute a serious 
threat to their business. French oil company Total 
purchased solar-panel maker SunPower in 2011, and 
last year purchased battery maker Saft. Total is also 
considering installing electric-car charging stations at 
some of its fuel stations in France.  Norwegian oil giant 
Statoil has interests in several offshore wind farms, and 
is testing a floating wind turbine called HyWind. 
Read More on Green Car Reports 

Climate Change Scientists Should Think 
More About Sex 
Climate change can have a different impact on male and female 
fish, shellfish and other marine animals, with widespread 
implications for the future of marine life and the production of 
seafood. A recent paper published by the Royal Society journal 
Biology Letters has found that very little research into how males 
and females respond differently to climate change has been 
carried out. This is despite recent research on ocean acidification 
published by lead author Dr. Robert Ellis showing that male and 
female shellfish respond differently to stress. Dr. Ellis says the 
impact on different sexes should be properly assessed in all 
aquatic animals to accurately predict how populations will 
respond to climate change. Read More on Science Daily 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/07/business/energy-environment/renewables-offshore-wind-green-power-dong.html?emc=edit_th_20170207&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=64737171&_r=0
http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1108717_which-oil-companies-invest-in-renewables-electric-car-services
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/02/170201110626.htm


 

Home Energy Storage 
Batteries Lose To Grid-Connected 
Solar On Environmental Impact 
At first glance, renewable-energy sources like solar power 
and energy-storage battery packs seem like a logical 
match. Energy storage allows excess power collected by 
solar panels to be stored for later use, addressing the 
intermittent nature of solar power. It's a concept that has 
already won over policymakers, electric utilities, and some 
automakers. Tesla CEO Elon Musk has moved to 
consolidate the automaker and his SolarCity company in 
order to better facilitate the deployment of energy-storage-
backed solar power.  Read More on Green Car Reports 
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SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH: 
Indonesian President Hands Over 

Management of Forests To Indigenous People 

Indonesia has had a long history of conflict over control of its 
massive areas of tropical forests that are spread across the many 
thousands of islands that make up the archipelagic nation. 
Declaration under former Dutch colonial rule of state ownership of 
all forests was rarely accepted by the millions of people who lived in 
them and who had managed them sustainably for centuries. 
President Widodo’s formal handover of titles is a highly symbolic 
step in the long fight for recognition by indigenous communities, 
whose customary rights remained contested by the new nationalist 
government after independence in 1945 despite being enshrined in 
the founding constitution.                                                                                    
Read More on Agroforestry 
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No One Rules The Deep Sea, So How Do We Protect It? 
More than half of the Earth’s surface is not subject to any form of law, and 
that area happens to be at the deepest part of the ocean. Now human 
activities in the ocean are plunging to deeper depths, and some experts 
have recommendations for rules that should make sure those activities 
don’t endanger the strange, fragile life that exists there. There’s a lot that 
scientists don’t know about the deep sea, the part of the ocean more than 
200 meters deep. Little light, high pressure, limited oxygen, and low 
temperatures make this a challenging, extreme ecosystem for life. Much 
of the deep sea is outside the jurisdiction of any particular nation, and 
though international governing bodies such as the United Nations and the 
International Seabed Authority have begun formulating rules to inhibit 
industrial activity there, no sweeping regulations have yet been passed.  
Read More on Vocativ 

http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1108735_home-energy-storage-batteries-lose-to-grid-connected-solar-on-environmental-impact
http://blog.worldagroforestry.org/index.php/2017/02/15/indonesian-president-hands-management-forests-indigenous-people/#.WKVL0AVg670.facebook
http://www.vocativ.com/397787/deep-sea-protection/
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DATE CONFERENCE LOCATION REGISTER 

April  

6-9 
2017 Annual CUGH Global Health Conference 

Washington 

USA 

http://www.cugh.org/events/2017-annual-

cugh-global-health-conference 

April 

22-23 
Global Health & Innovation Conference 

Connecticut 

USA 
http://www.uniteforsight.org/conference/ 

June  

12-23 

McGill Summer Institute in Infectious Disease and 

Global Health  

Montreal 

Canada 
http://mcgill-idgh.ca/ 

June 

12-16 
Global Health Diagnostics 

Montreal 

Canada 

http://mcgill-idgh.ca/courses/global-health-

diagnostics/ 

Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany, on February 17, 2017 in Munich delivering a 
speech ahead of the new U.S. vice-president, discussing the new threats challenging 

her government: 

“We have new conflicts that have arisen due to civil war, due to the growth 
of population, due to climate change and there is an increasing                               

interconnectedness.” 

 

Read More on NY Times 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 

https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/18/world/europe/pence-munich-speech-nato-merkel.html?_r=0


 

Sustainability has invaded the business arena. Once viewed as an objective of political radicals that business 
had to resist, increasingly there is a recognition businesses have to include sustainability in their thinking, be it 
to thwart government and interests groups or out of an ethical conviction that it’s a worthwhile goal. 

But how to approach the issue is still tentative and uncertain. The notion of a triple bottom-line – social, 
ecological and financial – has been with us for two decades, but most executives have no sense of what it 
actually means and how to keep score, beyond the traditional profit-loss calculation. Consultants Martin 
Thomas and Mark McElroy have developed a format that provides a practical way to oversee such expansive 
sustainability. You choose what you wish to measure – what you feel is important – and even the weights you 
want to give to the various items. But they provide, thorough their MultiCapital Scorecard, a means for 
managing and evaluating that broader view of the organization. 

It’s an important book because when you fall short of sustainability – an unpalatable workplace, polluting the 
environment, or being unproductive and winding up in the financial red – you are eroding capital, be it societal 
or corporate, and that’s destructive. And even if you find a multicapital approach wrongheaded or the authors’ 
system too elaborate, the method may include useful ideas you can borrow for your own situation. 

Read More on Globe and Mail 
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NEW BOOK-THE MULTICAPITAL 
SCORECARD: A PRACTICAL GUIDE 

TO SUSTAINABILITY 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/careers/management/the-multicapital-scorecard-a-practical-guide-to-sustainability/article33849941/
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FYI 

The Canadian Partnership for Women and Children’s Health (CanWaCH) catalyzes Canadian 
collaboration among 100 Partners who are improving women’s and children’s health in 1,000 
communities worldwide. We do this by capitalizing on the data revolution, connecting experts, 
and communicating impact to stakeholders. Through the power of partnership, we strive to 
realize a world where every women and children survives and thrives. 

See More on CanWaCH 

CANWACH 

http://www.canwach.ca/about-us/
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In Egypt, two out of five households do not have access to clean drinking water. This reality hit home for fourth-
year entrepreneurship Ryerson University, Toronto student Omar El Araby in December, when he visited the 
city of Asyut with Enactus Ryerson. 

“We went to a village in Asyut where people dig 20 metres in the ground to get water,” said El Araby, a student 
at the Ted Rogers School of Management. “The water that comes out is highly contaminated with iron, 
magnesium, sodium—it’s not drinkable. Farmers and their families drink from it, cook from it, shower from it, 
clean from it, and a farmer we talked to goes to the hospital every month to remove kidney stones.” 

Enactus is a worldwide social entrepreneurship network that seeks to provide innovative, sustainable solutions 
to the world’s problems. El Araby is the leader of Project Myaah, a new Enactus Ryerson initiative that aims to 
provide safe drinking water—and a viable revenue stream—to people in Egypt. The team is distributing a mass
-produced ceramic water filter system created by local Egyptian artisans, using easily accessible material, for a 
sustainable solution to the country’s clean-water crisis. 

Read More on Ryerson News 

AN ENTREPRENEURIAL 

APPROACH TO EGYPT’S 
WATER CRISIS 

http://www.enactusryerson.ca/
http://www.ryerson.ca/tedrogersschool/
http://www.enactusryerson.ca/myaah/
http://www.ryerson.ca/news-events/news/2017/01/an-entrepreneurial-approach-to-egypts-water-crisis/?utm_source=campaigner&utm_campaign=20170201_interim&utm_content=ryersontoday&cmp=1&utm_medium=email
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In 2011, WHO member states signed up to the 25 × 25 initiative, a plan to cut mortality due to non-
communicable diseases by 25% by 2025. However, socioeconomic factors influencing non-communicable 
diseases have not been included in the plan. In this study, we aimed to compare the contribution of 
socioeconomic status to mortality and years-of-life-lost with that of the 25 × 25 conventional risk factors.  

A multicohort study and meta-analysis with individual-level data from 48 independent prospective cohort 
studies with information about socioeconomic status, indexed by occupational position, 25 × 25 risk factors 
(high alcohol intake, physical inactivity, current smoking, hypertension, diabetes, and obesity), and mortality, 
for a total population of 1,751, 479 (54% women) from seven high-income WHO member countries. We 
estimated the association of socioeconomic status and the 25 × 25 risk factors with all-cause mortality and 
cause-specific mortality by calculating minimally adjusted and mutually adjusted hazard ratios [HR] and 95% 
CIs. We also estimated the population attributable fraction and the years of life lost due to suboptimal risk 
factors. 

During 26·6 million person-years at risk (mean follow-up 13·3 years [SD 6·4 years]), 310 277 participants died. 
The population attributable fraction was highest for smoking, followed by physical inactive,ity then 
socioeconomic status. Low socioeconomic status was associated with a 2·1-year reduction in life expectancy 
between ages 40 and 85 years, the corresponding years-of-life-lost were 0·5 years for high alcohol intake, 0·7 
years for obesity, 3·9 years for diabetes, 1·6 years for hypertension, 2·4 years for physical inactivity, and 4·8 
years for current smoking. 

Read More on The Lancet 
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SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS AND THE 25X25 
RISK FACTORS AS   

DETERMINANTS OF PREMATURE  
MORTALITY 

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)32380-7/fulltext
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2015 was a milestone year in mankind’s comprehension of the climate change challenge. At COP21 in December, 
every government in the world assented to the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. 2016, in contrast, provided 
the surprise US election result, and with it uncertainty over subsidies and US climate change goals. 

Investors have always held concerns about policy risk in renewable energy – legitimately, in some cases – but we 
believe the basic direction of travel is now set. As costs continue to fall and economic fundamentals now compete 
with other forms of power generation, the importance of subsidy regimes is diminishing. Here we examine how 
long-term investors can take advantage of what could reasonably turn out to be one of the most significant 
structural growth opportunities of the 21st century. 

Broadly speaking, government support has encouraged the rapid growth in renewable power over the past 
decade (see Figure 1), but it has also created volatility – both in project economics and in underlying market 
performance of the sector. European countries such as Germany deserve credit for supporting what started as a 
loss-making industry, but we have also seen governments offer unrealistic guarantees to maintain subsidies, feed
-in tariffs and tax breaks to incentivise demand for renewable technologies. The clear challenge for governments 
is to develop sustainable policies for this sector. Renewable energy companies need long-term policy visibility to 
plan their projects and model their returns. 

The US Department of Energy set a positive example of long-term policymaking in December 2015 when it 
announced a stimulus package for wind and solar investments with multi-year extensions of the 30 per cent 
Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for solar and the $23/MWh Production Tax Credit (PTC) for wind. These extensions 
include tapering the credits over set time periods: PTC tapers from 2017 to 2020 and ITC tapers from 2018 to 
2022. The initial extensions are a welcome benefit and the set tapering of these subsidies should continue to 
incentivise significant cost reductions and technological improvements. We believe by 2020 these improvements 
will more than offset a full removal of these subsidies. 

Read More on The Fifth Estate 
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JUGGERNAUT CAN’T BE STOPPED NOW 
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http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/columns/spinifex/the-clean-energy-juggernaut-cant-be-stopped-now/88395
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Avi Lewis talked Trump and Trudeau with father Stephen Lewis at Faculty of 
Community Services lecture series. If you were unable to attend or would like to 
check out the conversation again, you can now watch it! 

Watch on Ryerson News 
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http://www.ryerson.ca/fcs/news-and-events/news/news-list/watch-capitalism-climate-trudeau-trump-lewis-lewis/
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